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E
ver since few-layer graphenes (FLGs)
were first produced by mechanical
exfoliation1,2 and thermal

decomposition,3,4 they have attracted con-

siderable experimental and theoretical re-

search because of their exotic physical

properties resulting from the hexagonal

structure. Monolayer graphene (MG) and bi-

layer Bernal graphene (BBG; AB-stacked bi-

layer graphene), two of the simplest few-

layer graphenes, display very different

electronic structures. MG exhibits isotropic

linear bands near the Fermi level (EF � 0);

these bands become gradually anisotropic

parabolic bands as the energy exceeds the

region of �0.5 eV.5 In BBG, the linear bands

change into two pairs of parabolic bands

due to the present interlayer interactions

and stacking configurations.6�14 Each pair

comprises the occupied valence and unoc-

cupied conduction bands, which are asym-

metric about EF.6,9 The conduction and va-

lence bands of the first pair slightly overlap

about EF, while those of the second pair rise

at the energies12 of 0.34 eV (��1 � �6) and

�0.39 eV (���1 � �6), respectively, where

�s’s8,10,15�17 (s � 1, 3, 4, and 6) are four im-

portant interlayer interactions in BBG. The

unusual electronic structures of MG and

BBG have been experimentally verified

through angular-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy.18,19 The main features of the

zero-field energy bands (e.g., the broken lin-

ear dispersions in MG and the two groups

of asymmetric electronic states in BBG)

should be reflected in the features of the

Landau levels (LLs) resulting from the mag-

netic fields.12

In the presence of a uniform perpen-

dicular magnetic field, B � B0ẑ, the zero-

field energy bands of FLGs become the dis-

persionless LLs. Some magneto-electronic

properties of FLGs have been obtained by
measurements of the quantum Hall
conductivity,2,20�22 scanning tunneling
spectroscopy,22�24 and cyclotron
resonance.25,26 The effective mass (EM) ap-
proximation and the tight-binding (TB)
model, two theoretical methods based on
different concepts in calculations, are usu-
ally utilized to study the magneto-optical
properties of layered-graphene systems. In
MG, EM shows that the linear bands be-
come LLs characterized by the special rela-
tion En

c,v � (nc,vB0)1/2,27,28 where c (v) is the in-
dex of the conduction (valence) bands. En

c.v

and nc,v are the energy and the integer
quantum number of the nth energy band,
respectively. However, TB indicates that the
special relation will be broken as the en-
ergy exceeds the region of �0.5 eV because
the linear dispersions become gradually
parabolic as energy exceeds this region.29

As for the optical absorption spectra, the
low-frequency absorption peaks possess
the selection rule |�n| � |nc � nv| � 1, and
their frequency is proportional to �B0,30

which has been confirmed by magneto-
transmission measurements.25,31,32
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ABSTRACT The low-frequency magneto-optical properties of bilayer Bernal graphene are studied by the

tight-binding model with the four most important interlayer interactions taken into account. Since the main

features of the wave functions are well-depicted, the Landau levels can be divided into two groups based on the

characteristics of the wave functions. These Landau levels lead to four categories of absorption peaks in the optical

absorption spectra. Such absorption peaks own complex optical selection rules, and these rules can be reasonably

explained by the characteristics of the wave functions. In addition, twin-peak structures, regular frequency-

dependent absorption rates, and complex field-dependent frequencies are also obtained in this work. The main

features of the absorption peaks are very different from those in monolayer graphene and have their origin in the

interlayer interactions.
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For BBG, EM takes the LL structures of MG and uses
them in the BBG calculations. Interlayer interactions
are regarded as perturbations (EM considers only one
or two interlayer interactions). On the basis of EM calcu-
lations, the first theoretical study13 of LLs in BBG de-
rived an effective two-dimensional Hamiltonian that de-
scribes the low-energy electronic excitations.
Furthermore, EM predicts the existence of two groups
of the occupied and unoccupied LLs, and they are sym-
metric about EF because the parabolic bands at B0 � 0
are symmetric in the calculations.30,33,34 The low-energy
LLs in their results follow the relation En

c,v � B0.30 As for
the optical absorption spectra, EM calculations show
that there are three categories of absorption peaks.30

The absorption frequencies obey a linear function of B0

in weak fields and depend linearly on �B0 as the corre-
sponding energy leaves the parabolic band region.30

The three categories own the same optical selection
rule |�n| � 1.14,30,35,36 In TB, a magnetic field and the four
most important interlayer interactions8,12,13 are simulta-
neously included in the calculations. The magnetic flux
	 through a hexagon corresponding to the strongest
field strength (
60 T) in experiments is much smaller
than the flux quantum 	0 (	 
 	0/1320). From the
viewpoint of the TB perturbation theory, electronic
states that lie in close proximity to each other at B0 �

0 will be aggregated and become dispersionless LLs un-
der the influence of a magnetic field. The characteris-
tics of electronic states at B0 � 0 are directly reflected
in the main features of LLs. The interlayer interactions
strongly affect the electronic properties, especially for
low-energy levels. These interactions are neither negli-
gible nor suitable as perturbations. TB indicates that the
low-energy LLs should exhibit more complex features;12

that is, there exists an energy gap, two groups of asym-
metric LLs (1stLLc,vs and 2ndLLc,vs), and no simple relations
between En

c,v and B0. The main features would be re-
flected in the magneto-optical properties.

In the initial stage of our work in studying the
magneto-electronic properties, only eigenvalues and
eigenvectors at strong magnetic field strength were ob-
tained37 because the Hamiltonian matrix is quite large; for
example, the matrix is about 31 600 � 31 600 for MG at
10 T. Through the band-like matrix strategy12,38�42 de-
signed by our group, the eigenvalues and the wave func-
tions at weak fields (
1 T) are thus clearly depicted.12

However, the calculation of optical properties is more
complex and time-consuming than that of the electronic
properties because detailed calculations for a huge veloc-
ity matrix and reliable characterization of the wave func-
tions are necessary for the TB-based optical absorption
spectra. In this work, the localized features of the wave
functions are utilized to effectively reduce the computa-
tion time, and thus the optical absorption spectra can be
solved. It is the first time that the optical properties of BBG
calculated by TB are obtained. The influence of the four
most important interlayer interactions on the magneto-

optical absorption spectra of BBG is investigated in detail

by TB and gradient approximation.37,40�44 The wave func-

tions are clearly depicted and used to divide the LLs into

two groups,12 1stLLs and 2ndLLs. The two groups lead to

four categories of optical absorption peaks. These peaks

exhibit twin-peak structures, complex selection rules,

regular frequency-dependent absorption rates, and com-

plicated field-dependent absorption frequencies. What

deserves to be mentioned is that our study is more com-

plete in nature, and the presented results are more reli-

able than those of previous works. Previously, experimen-

tal and theoretical research mainly focused on the optical

properties associated with 1stLLs. However, in our work,

the optical absorption peaks resulting from both groups

are discussed in detail, and each peak can be clearly iden-

tified. A detailed comparison of optical absorption spec-

tra between MG and BBG is made. In addition, compari-

sons of optical properties between AA-stacked bilayer

graphene (AABG) and BBG and between EM and TB are

also made.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dispersionless LLs of BBG at B0 � 40 T are shown

in Figure 1a. The interlayer interactions strongly influ-

ence the main features of LLs. The conduction and va-

lence bands are asymmetric. There is an energy gap be-

tween the lowest unoccupied LL and the highest

occupied LL. On the basis of the characteristics of wave

functions, LLs can be classified into two groups, 1stLLs

(black curves) and 2ndLLs (red curves). 1stLLs appear at

|Ec,v| � 0, and 2ndLLs begin at Ec � �1 � �6 (0.34 eV) and
Ev � ��1 � �6 (�0.39 eV). The onset energies of the
first and second groups are consistent with those of the

Figure 1. (a) Landau levels of bilayer Bernal graphene at B0

� 40 T. The wave functions of (b) A1,o, (c) B1,o, (d) A2,o, and (e)
B2,o atoms with odd integer indices shown.
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first and second pairs in the zero-field sub-bands. Fur-

thermore, no simple relation between the energy and

field strength can be found for these LLs; that is, En
c,v is

not directly proportional to either B0 or �B0.12

The characteristics of the wave functions deserve a

closer investigation because they strongly dominate the

optical properties. Each LL is composed of four-fold de-

generate states with similar characteristics. At kx � ky �

0, the wave functions mainly consist of four localized sub-
envelope functions centered at positions x1 � 1/6, x2 �

1/3, x3 � 2/3, and x4 � 5/6; xj�1�4 � Ai,N/2RB or � Bi,N/2RB.
Ai,N (Bi,N) indicates the Nth A (B) atom on the ith layer,
where N � 1, 2 ... 2RB and i � 1, 2 denote the atomic site
in the primitive unit cell and the layer index, respectively
(please see the detailed discussion regarding these repre-
sentations in the Methods). The feature of a wave func-
tion resulting from the atoms with an even number (Ai,e

c,v

and Bi,e
c,v) is similar to that with an odd (Ai,o

c,v and Bi,o
c,v) num-

ber, where e (o) is an even (odd) integer. Because of this,
only odd atoms are discussed in the following calcula-
tions. For convenience, one of the four-fold degenerate
states at x1 � 1/6 is selected to be examined, as shown in
Figure 1b�e. Through appropriate fitting, the wave func-
tions of the n1th 1stLL (black curves) and n2th 2ndLL (red
curves) can be expressed as

n(x) is the product of the nth order Hermite polynomial
and Gaussian function,12,29,40 where n is the number of
zero points of n(x) and chosen to define the quantum
number of a LL.12 That is to say, there are four quantum
numbers in each LL because a LL wave function is made
up of four magnetic TB functions. Thus, an effective quan-
tum number, neff, defined by one of these four quantum
numbers is necessary to identify each LL. The effective
quantum number of a LL in each group is assigned by the
number of zero points in one of the four magnetic TB
functions, with the largest amplitude among these four
TB functions at the onset energy of each group. Accord-
ingly, n1

c,v,eff (n2
c,v,eff) is the effective quantum number of the

1stLLs (2ndLLs) defined by the quantum number of B2,o
c,v

(A1,o
c,v). It should be noted that the wave functions of two

groups are composed of not only the B atoms but also
the A atoms, which are different from those calculated by
EM, including only contributions from the B atoms.13,14

Such difference could cause the optical properties ob-
tained by TB and EM to exhibit different features. 1stLLs
and 2ndLLs can be distinguished by the different features
of the wave functions in the mixed region (Ec � 0.34 eV
and Ev � �0.39 eV), which is useful in analyzing the opti-
cal excitation channels.

When BBG is subjected to an electromagnetic field at
zero temperature, only excitations from the occupied to
the unoccupied bands occur. On the basis of Fermi’s
golden rule, the optical absorption function is given by

where Ê is the unit vector of an electric polarization. �

(�1 meV) is a broadening parameter and often affected
by temperature and defect effects. If a purer sample is
manufactured and its physical properties are observed
under a sufficiently low temperature, � will be small
enough for observing important fine structures.22,45 Fur-
thermore, ��c(n1, 2

c ,k)|Ê · P/me|�v(n1, 2
v ,k)� is the velocity ma-

trix element derived from the dipole transition and de-
noted Mcv. In this work, Mcv is calculated by gradient
approximation. Through detailed calculations, Mcv can
be simplified to be the product of three matrices, the ini-
tial state (occupied state, �v), the final state (unoccupied
state, �c), and �kHij. The last term corresponds to the di-
rection of electric polarization; that is, it is �Hij/�kx for po-
larization along the x-axis in this work. The elements of
�Hij/�kx are nonzero only for Hij associated with the hop-
ping integrals, as are the velocity matrix elements. In
other words, when the velocity matrix element does not
vanish, the initial and final states in the product should be
the two states corresponding to the nonvanishing hop-
ping integrals. Accordingly, Mcv is expressed as

A1,o
c ,A2,o

c ∝ �2(x),B1,o
c ∝ �1(x),B2,o

c ∝ �0(x),n1
c,eff )

0 for n1 ) 1 (1a)

A1,o
v ,A2,o

v ∝ �0(x),B1,o
v ∝ �2(x),B2,o

v ∝ �1(x),n1
v,eff )

1 for n1 ) 1 (1b)

A1,o
c,v ,A2,o

c,v ∝ �n1-1(x),B1,o
c,v ∝ �n1-2(x),B2,o

c,v ∝ �n1
(x)

for n1
c,v,eff ) n1 g 2 (1c)

A1,o
c,v ,A2,o

c,v ∝ �0(x),B1,o
c,v ∝ �2(x),B2,o

c,v ∝ �1(x),n2
c,v,eff )

0 for n2 ) 1 (2a)

A1,o
c,v ,A2,o

c,v ∝ �n2-1(x),B1,o
c,v ∝ �n2-2(x),B2,o

c,v ∝ �n2
(x)

for n2
c,v,eff ) n2 - 1 g 1 (2b)

A(ω) ∝ ∑
n1,2

c,eff,n1,2
v,eff

∫1st BZ

dk

(2π)2 |〈ψc(n1,2
c,eff, k) ×

| Ê·P
me

|ψv(n1,2
v,eff, k)〉|2

× Im

{ f[Ec(k, n1,2
c,eff)] - f[Ev(k, n1,2

v,eff)]

Ec(k, n1,2
c,eff) - Ev(k, n1,2

v,eff) - ω - iΓ} (3)

{ ∑
i)1,2

∑
N,N')1

2RB

[(Aio
c + Aie

c )* × (Bio'
v +

Bie'
v )]∇k〈Ai,Nk|HB|Bi,N'k〉 +

∑
i,j)1,2;i*j

∑
N,N')1

2RB

[(Bio
c + Bie

c )* × (Bjo'
v +

Bje'
v )]∇k〈Bi,Nk|HB|Bj,N'k〉 +

∑
i,j)1,2;i*j

∑
N,N')1

2RB

[(Bio
c + Bie

c )* × (Ajo
v +

Aje'
v )]∇k〈Bi,Nk|HB|Aj,N'k〉} + hc (4)
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The first, second, and third terms in eq 4 correspond to
the three hopping integrals �0, �3, and �4, respectively.
That is to say, the optical excitations are provided by the
three channels related to �0, �3, and �4. For convenience,
(Aio

c � Aie
c )* � (Bio=

v � Bie=
v ), (Bio

c � Bie
c )* � (Bjo=

v � Bje=
v ), and

(Bio
c � Bie

c )* � (Ajo=
v � Aje=

v ) are represented by MAB
cv (�0),

MBB
cv(�3), and MBA

cv (�4), respectively, in the following discus-
sions. It should be noted that eq 4 implies that the char-
acteristics of the wave functions would play a dominant
role in determining the selection rule and absorption rate
in optical excitations.

The low-frequency optical absorption spectra of
BBG regarding four different magnetic field strengths
are shown in Figure 2a�d. The absorption spectrum of
MG is also shown in Figure 2e. In Figure 2a, the absorp-
tion spectrum of BBG at B0 � 40 T presents prominent
and inconspicuous (indicated by the black arrows)
peaks. The prominent peaks with definite optical selec-
tion rules are discussed in detail in the following para-
graphs. The peaks can mainly be classified into four cat-
egories of peaks, �11 (black dots), �22 (red dots), �12

(green dots), and �21 (blue dots), which originate in the
four different excitation channels, 1stLLv to 1stLLc, 2ndLLv

to 2ndLLc, 1stLLv to 2ndLLc, and 2ndLLv to 1stLLc, respectively.
The former (latter) two channels result from the transi-
tions between two LLs in the same (different) groups, as
illustrated by the inset of Figure 2d, and they display
obvious optical selection rules.

The optical excitations associated with each promi-
nent peak can clearly be identified, as shown in Figure
2a. For convenience, the excitations of �11, �22, �12, and

�21 are, respectively, represented as n1
v,eff ¡ n1

c,eff, n2
v,eff

¡ n2
c,eff, n1

v,eff ¡ n2
c,eff, and n2

v,eff ¡ n1
c,eff in the following.

The selection rule of �ij is denoted by �nij

(� nj
c,eff � ni

v,eff). As to �11 and �22, only the first peak
(�11

1 ) of �11 originates in single channel 1 ¡ 2. The other
mth peak �11

m (�22
m ) consists of the pair �11

m,L and �11
m,H

(�22
m,L and �22

m,H) corresponding to m ¡ m � 1 and m �

1 ¡ m (m � 1 ¡ m and m ¡ m� 1), respectively. The
superscript L (H) indicates the lower (higher) energy of
the pair. For example, �11

2 (�22
1 ) is composed of �11

2,L and
�11

2,H (�22
1,L and �22

1,H) owing to 2 ¡ 3 and 3 ¡ 2 (0 ¡ 1 and
1 ¡ 0), respectively. The origin of a twin-peak struc-
ture is that the energies of m ¡ m � 1 (m � 1 ¡ m)
and m � 1 ¡ m (m ¡ m � 1) in �11 (�22) are slightly dif-
ferent owing to the asymmetry of the occupied and un-
occupied LLs. It should be noted that similar twin-peak
structures are also shown in a recent experiment con-
ducted to study the magneto-absorption spectra.45 In
short, the optical selection rules of �11 and �22 can be
represented by �n11 � �n22 � �1, which is the same as
the LLs in MG.

As for the intergroup transitions, twin-peak struc-
tures are also obtained in �12 and �21. The mth peak of
�12 is formed with the pair, �12

m,L originating in m ¡ m
and �12

m,H resulting from m � 1 ¡ m � 1. For instance,
the first pair is indicated by �12

1,L and �12
1,H in Figure 2a,

which correspond to 1 ¡ 1 and 2 ¡ 0, respectively.
That is to say, �12

m,L owns the optical selection rule �n12

� 0 and �12
m,H possesses �n12 � �2. For �21, the excita-

tions 0 ¡ 0 and 0 ¡ 2 lead to the peaks �21
1,L and �21

1,H of
the first pair in Figure 2a, respectively. The other chan-
nels m � 1 ¡ m � 1 and m ¡ m result in the pair �21

m,L

and �21
m,H, respectively. In other words, the selection

rules of �21 are �n21 � 0 and �n21 � 2. Obviously, the
optical selection rules of �12 and �21 are different from
those of �11 and �22, a fact which is not clearly discussed
in previous theoretical works.

The optical selection rules can be explained from
two different aspects, that is, the effective quantum
numbers and the numbers of zero points between the
initial and final states. Both aspects are based on the
premise that the velocity matrix is derived from the di-
pole transition. The product of the conduction and va-
lence wave functions in eq 4 would not only determine
the allowed excitation channel but also enable us to es-
timate the absorption rate. This means that the dissimi-
larities in selection rules of the four categories mainly
result from the characteristics of the wave functions. In
eq 4, MAB

cv (�0) associated with �0 dominates the excita-
tions of the prominent peaks. It strongly depends on
the numbers of zero points of A1

c,v and B1
c,v (A2

c,v and B2
c,v)

since MAB
cv (�0) � (Aio

c � Aie
c )* � (Bio=

v � Bie=
v ). MAB

cv (�0) has
nonzero values only when A1

c,v and B1
c,v (A2

c,v and B2
c,v) own

the same n(x) because of the orthogonality of n(x).
Thus, the selection rules of prominent peaks can be eas-
ily obtained by the definition of the wave functions in
eqs 1 and 2. From the aspect of the numbers of zero

Figure 2. Optical absorption spectra of bilayer Bernal
graphene at (a) 40, (b) 30, (c) 20, and (d) 10 T. The spectrum
of monolayer graphene at 40 T is plotted in (e).
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points between Ai
c,v and Bi

c,v, these states own the same

number of zero points in an available excitation chan-

nel in both intragroup and intergroup transitions. As for

the effective quantum numbers, the selection rules are

�n11 � �n22 � �1, �n12 � 0, �2, and �n21 � 0, 2. Al-

though these selection rules are different, all excitations

obey the underlying condition that the numbers of

zero points of the initial and final states in the dipole-

transition-derived velocity matrix are the same.

In addition to the optical selection rules, the peak in-

tensity and absorption frequency are also discussed in

this work. The absorption rate significantly relies on the

field strength and the excitation energy. In Figure

2a�d, the peak intensity is increased with enlarging

field strength, while the opposite is true for the peak

number. The peak intensity under a fixed magnetic field

strength is determined by the product of two wave

functions with respect to the two nearest-neighbor at-

oms. The wave functions of 1stLLs (2ndLLs) are mainly

dominated by the B (A) atoms. The amplitudes of Ai
c,v

and Bi
c,v, respectively, gradually grow and decrease (de-

crease and grow) with increasing energy in 1stLLs

(2ndLLs). Accordingly, the value of the product of Ai
c,v

and Bi
c,v increases (decreases) with rising energy for �11

and �22 (�12 and �21). This value is largest when the am-

plitudes of Ai
c,v and Bi

c,v are equal. The intensities of �11

and �22 (�12 and �21) thus increase (decline) with in-

creasing frequency. Furthermore, some peaks with

commensurate energies overlap because the peak

spacing declines as the frequency increases; this over-

lap is responsible for the variation in peak intensity. In

contrast to BBG, MG exhibits absorption peaks with uni-

form intensity (Figure 2e).

The field-dependent absorption frequencies (�a) of

�11, �22, �12, and �21 are shown in Figure 3a by the

black, red, green, and blue dots, respectively. The �a of

the four categories rises with increasing B0. These ab-

sorption frequencies do not exhibit the simple rela-
tions indicated by EM calculations;29 that is, the fre-
quencies are not directly proportional to either B0 or
�B0. Apparently, �a � �B0 in MG (Figure 3b) is very dif-
ferent from that in BBG. The main reason for the differ-
ence between BBG and MG is that interlayer interac-
tions play important roles in BBG and are not negligible
in calculations. In addition, the convergent frequencies
of �11, �22, �12, and �21 at the weak field strength are
approximately 0 eV, 0.73 eV (2�1), 0.34 eV (�1 � �6), and
0.39 eV (�1 � �6), respectively. This implies that the op-
tical measurements can reasonably determine the val-
ues of �1 and �6 through observing the convergent fre-
quencies of absorption peaks. The predicted results
are very useful and reliable for experimental studies.

The inconspicuous peaks indicated by arrows in Fig-
ure 2a also obey specific selection rules (not shown).
These peaks mainly originate from excitations related
to two interlayer interactions (�3 and �4) and differ from
the prominent peaks associated with the intralayer hop-
ping integral (�0). The inconspicuous peak intensities
are much weaker than the intensities of the prominent
peaks because the values of the velocity matrix ele-
ments corresponding to �3 and �4 are much smaller
than those related to �0. The different origins and selec-
tion rules of the prominent and inconspicuous peaks
imply that the optical properties cannot be simply de-
rived from the eigenenergies of LLs. The detailed calcu-
lations of the velocity matrix and reliable characteriza-
tion of the wave functions are necessary to determine
the optical selection rules and the peak intensity.

The atomic hopping integrals are important to ana-
lyze the physical properties of BBG. So far, the values
of these atomic interactions have not been well-
defined. Figure 4a is the optical absorption spectrum
calculated with the parameters used in our work.8

Panels b�d in Figure 4 are the results calculated with
three other sets of parameters10,16,17 used in the investi-
gations of BBG. The optical absorption spectra corre-
sponding to the four sets of parameters show similar
qualitative properties; that is, they exhibit four catego-
ries of absorption peaks, twin-peak structures, and the
same optical selection rules. However, the absorption
frequencies in the four results are slightly different be-
cause the values of the four sets of parameters are dis-
tinct. The reliability of these parameters could be veri-
fied through more accurate experimental
measurements with a purer bilayer graphene.

TB and EM methods are based on different con-
cepts in the BBG calculations. The former simulta-
neously includes a magnetic field and four important in-
terlayer interactions in the calculations. However, the
latter takes the LL structures of MG to study the physi-
cal properties of BBG, where interlayer interactions are
regarded as perturbations. The wave functions in TB cal-
culations are well-characterized and different from
those in EM calculations. The magneto-optical absorp-

Figure 3. Field-dependent optical absorption frequencies of
(a) bilayer Bernal graphene and (b) of monolayer graphene.
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tion spectra studied by TB and EM exhibit five crucial
differences. The former demonstrate four categories of
absorption peaks, twin-peak structures in each cat-
egory, complex optical selection rules, and complex
field-dependent absorption frequencies. However, the
latter display three peak categories, no twin-peak struc-
ture, a single selection rule, and the simple field-
dependent absorption frequencies �a � B0 and �a �

�B0. Moreover, the regular frequency-dependent peak
intensities are shown in TB results, while they are not
obtained in EM results. These differences mainly origi-
nate from the different concepts and distinct definitions
of the wave functions in the two methods.

In addition to BBG, AABG also presents special opti-
cal properties, as shown in Figures S6 and S7 of the Sup-
porting Information. AABG and BBG show similar LL fea-
tures, that is, two groups of LLs and an asymmetric

structure. However, these two bilayer graphenes dis-
play different optical properties. AABG contains two
categories of absorption peaks resulting from the intra-
group excitations, and these peaks exhibit only one
single optical selection rule. No twin-peak structure
similar to that in the BBG case arises from the special re-
lations in the two LL groups of AABG. The differences
of the optical absorption spectra of AABG and BBG im-
ply that the optical properties cannot be directly identi-
fied through only the eigenvalues of LLs. An explicit
analysis of the characteristics of the wave functions and
detailed calculations of the velocity matrix elements
are necessary to calculate the optical properties. Both
the magneto-electronic and magneto-optical proper-
ties of AABG and BBG reflect the main features of zero-
field electronic and optical properties. A detailed analy-
sis of the magneto-optical absorption spectra in AABG
is discussed in an unpublished work.46

TB is widely applied to tackle physical problems of
semiconductors and carbon-related systems. Through
the strategy developed by our group, the complex
Hamiltonian matrix can be solved. The eigenvalues
and wave functions are clearly depicted in this calcula-
tion and thus can be used to interpret the results in op-
tical properties. Because TB calculations simultaneously
include the magnetic field and the important inter-
layer interactions, such results are more reliable and ac-
curate over a much wider frequency range. Besides, TB
can conceivably be expanded to investigate other
layered-graphene systems (multilayer graphenes and
bulk graphite) and other physical properties (electronic
excitations and transport properties).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, it can be said that the interlayer interac-

tions play very important roles in the magneto-optical
properties of BBG. In this work, detailed calculations of
the velocity matrix and reliable characterization of the
wave functions are provided for analyzing the optical
properties. On the basis of the characteristics of the
wave functions, the asymmetric LLs can be divided into
two groups. These two groups lead to four categories
of prominent optical absorption peaks: �11, �22, �12, and
�21. Each category exhibits twin-peak structures origi-
nating from the asymmetry of LLs. The optical selection
rules of the four categories are �n11 � �1, �n22 � �1,
�n12 � 0, �2, and �n21 � 0, 2, respectively. All of the se-
lection rules can be reasonably explained by the char-
acteristics of the wave functions. The peak intensities of
�11 and �22 (�12 and �21) increase (decrease) with ris-
ing frequency. The field-dependent absorption fre-
quencies are not directly proportional to either B0 or
�B0. Furthermore, the convergent absorption frequen-
cies at the weak field strength might be helpful and re-
liable in determining the interlayer atomic interactions
�1 and �6. The main results of BBG in this work are more
complex in nature than those of MG and different from

Figure 4. (a) Optical absorption spectra at B0 � 40 T cal-
culated with the parameters used in our work. (b�d) Re-
sults calculated with three other sets of parameters com-
monly used in the investigations of bilayer Bernal
graphene.

Figure 5. Primitive unit cells of bilayer Bernal graphene in the (a) absence
and (b) presence of a magnetic field; �0 (2.598 eV) is the nearest-neighbor
hopping integral, and the four important interlayer interactions are �1

(0.364 eV), �3 (0.319 eV), �4 (0.177 eV), and �6 (�0.026 eV).
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those in previously published works studied by EM.
The above-mentioned magneto-optical properties

could be confirmed by magneto-absorption spectros-
copy measurements.26,31,32

METHODS
The optical absorption spectrum is calculated by gradient ap-

proximation based on the tight-binding model. The geometric
configuration of a primitive unit cell in BBG is shown in Figure 5a.
The unit cell includes four sublattices, A1, B1, A2, and B2. The sub-
scripts 1 and 2 are, respectively, the indices of the first and sec-
ond layer. The nearest-neighbor hopping integral on the same
layer is indicated by �0 (2.598 eV). The four important interlayer
interactions8 used in this work are �1 (0.364 eV), �3 (0.319 eV), �4

(0.177 eV), and �6 (�0.026 eV), indicated in Figure 5a. The �6 is
the difference of site energy between the A and B atoms owing
to the interlayer coupling. The perpendicular uniform magnetic
field induces a periodic Peierls phase related to the vector poten-
tial A � (0, B0x, 0). The primitive unit cell shown in Figure 5b is en-
larged under this periodic condition and owns four effective su-
blattices including 2RB A1, 2RB B1, 2RB A2, and 2RB B1 atoms. RB is
related to the dimension of the Hamiltonian under a magnetic
field;12 for example, RB is 7900 for B0 � 10 T. That is to say, each
LL is the linear combination of the four magnetic TB functions as-
sociated with the four effective sublattices. The representation
Ai,N (Bi,N) indicates the Nth (N � 1, 2 ... 0.2RB) A (B) atom on the ith
(i � 1, 2) layer. The Hamiltonian matrix elements in the pres-
ence of a magnetic field are

where Ri,N is the position vector of Ai,N or Bi,N. The �s’s (Ri,N, Ri=, N=)
indicate the atomic interactions between the atoms at Ri,N and
Ri=, N=; that is, they are �0, �1, �3, �4, and �6. �G(Ri,N, Ri=, N=) � �0

1(Ri=, N=
� Ri,N) � A[Ri=, N= � �(Ri=, N= � Ri,N)]d� is the Peierls phase in-
duced by a magnetic field. (Please see more detailed definitions
of the Hamiltonian matrix elements in ref 12.) After diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian matrix, the eigenvalues are obtained, and thus,
the optical absorption function in eq 3 can be solved through
gradient approximation.
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